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Abstract: Alloying Pt catalysts with transition metal
elements is an effective pathway to enhance the
performance of oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), but
often accompanied with severe metal dissolution issue,
resulting in poor stability of alloy catalysts. Here, instead
of forming traditional alloy structure, we modify Pt
surface with a novel Ni� W dimer structure by the atomic
layer deposition (ALD) technique. The obtained
NiW@PtC catalyst exhibits superior ORR performance
both in liquid half-cell and practical fuel cell compared
with initial Pt/C. It is discovered that strong synergistic
Ni� W dimer structure arising from short atomic distance
induced a stable compressive strain on the Pt surface,
thus boosting Pt catalytic performance. This surface
modification by synergistic dimer sites offers an effective
strategy in tailoring Pt with excellent activity and
stability, which provides a significant perspective in
boosting the performance of commercial Pt catalyst
modified with polymetallic atom sites.

Introduction

The sluggish oxygen reduction reaction(ORR) is one of the
main bottleneck in the commercial application of proton
exchange membrane fuel cells.[1] Platinum(Pt) electrocata-
lysts have been considered as a universal choice to
accelerate the ORR, but the high cost and subpar perform-
ance of Pt present significant challenges.[2] Alloying with
transition metal (e.g. Fe, Co, Ni, etc.) has been proven to be
an efficient approach to accelerate the ORR activity,
particularly PtNi alloy was demonstrated to be one of most
active catalysts, owing to its specific composition and strain
effects.[3] However, the non-noble metal suffers from con-
tinuous leaching during long term ORR tests, leading to
weak strain effects and thus dramatic activity
degradation.[2c,4] Recently, rather than forming alloy struc-
ture, modifying Pt surface with single atom has emerged as a
promising approach.[5] Theoretically, this approach capital-
izes on the remarkable enhancement of catalytic activity or
stability through single atom modification effects. For
instance, Co single atom decorated Pt nanoparticle sup-
ported on nitrogen doped carbon nanotube exhibited greatly
enhanced mass activity compared with undoped Pt catalysts,
although it did not address durability concern.[5b] Therefore,
achieving Pt electrocatalysts with excellent activity and
stability simultaneously for practical fuel cells application is
significantly necessary.

Due to the simplicity of single atom structure, further
tuning coordination structure with secondary element to
forming dimer atoms structure would be promising to boost
catalytic performance because of the bimetallic functional
sites and synergistic effects.[6] For instance, Fe� Co, Zn� Co,
Ni� Fe dimer active sites have been elucidated as efficient
electrocatalysts in ORR and other electrocatalytic
reactions.[5d,7] Thus, rationally designing dimer atoms mod-
ification for Pt electrocatalysts with superior ORR perform-
ance in terms of activity and stability concurrently is quite
appealing. However, the main challenge lies in precisely
controlling the location of each atomic sites, especially
synthesizing A� B bimetallic dimer sites to achieving strong
synergistic effects. Among the various preparation methods,
the atomic layer deposition (ALD) method is a powerful
technique to build atom to atom pairs and even multiple
atoms, owing to the self-limiting and selectivity.[8] For
example, bimetallic Pt� Ru dimer electrocatalysts with ex-
ceptional activity for hydrogen evolution reaction was
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successfully prepared by ALD method.[6b] Thus, through
deliberate design, ALD offers a prospective pathway to
forming A� B dimer sites on the metal surface. Furthermore,
deep insight into the role of dimer structure on the metal
surface have yet to be fully explored, especially emphasizing
the strain effects.

Regarding the element selection of A� B dimer sites,
element pairs with stability and activity enhancement effects
for Pt were considered. In this case, we chose tungsten (W)
and nickel (Ni) atoms to modify Pt catalysts. W element is
widely used in alloy electrocatalysts to enhance stability due
to its strong acid-resistant property and stable structure.[9]

PtNi alloy electrocatalysts have been proven as one of the
most effective ORR catalysts.[3a,10] Therefore, the incorpo-
ration of W species with Ni elements to form a synergistic
dimer structure is expected to improve both activity and
stability of Pt electrocatalysts for the ORR. Herein, Ni� W
dimer sites modified Pt nanoparticles with nearly full
exposed Pt surface were successfully prepared by ALD
process. The detailed structure of Ni� W dimer sites was
investigated using high-angle annular dark field scanning
transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) and X-
ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). The obtained
NiW@PtC catalyst exhibited nearly two-fold higher activity
and significant improvement in stability for ORR both in
rotating disk electrode (RDE) and practical fuel cell
compared with undoped one. This work indicated that the

Ni� W dimer sites greatly modulate the electronic structure
of Pt through surface compressive strain, emphasizing the
strong synergistic structure stemming from compact atomic
distance, leading to great performance improvement. More
importantly, combined with density function theory (DFT)
calculations, the correlation between location of Ni and W
atoms on Pt surface and catalytic performance was revealed
from an atomic-scale perspective. These findings provide
valuable insights for the rational design highly efficient Pt-
based electrocatalysts modified with multiple atoms for
future fuel cell applications.

Results and Discussion

The samples, including Ni� W dimer sites modified Pt
nanoparticles (NPs) (denoted as NiW@PtC, shown in Fig-
ure 1a), Ni single atom modified Pt NPs (denoted as
Ni@PtC) and W single atom modified Pt NPs (denoted as
W@PtC) were synthesized by ALD process with commercial
PtC as substrate. The deposition of Ni and W elements on
the Pt NPs utilized bis(ethylcyclopentadienyl)nickel(II) and
tungsten hexacarbonyl as precursors, respectively. Low
magnification STEM image of NiW@PtC nanocatalysts in
Figure 1b indicated that Pt NPs maintained initial morphol-
ogy after the deposition of Ni and W. Furthermore, X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns (Figure S1) and TEM images

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis process of NiW@PtC nanocatalysts. (b–g) TEM characterization of NiW@PtC NPs. (b) Low
magnification STEM image, scale bar is 50 nm. (c) High resolution HAADF-STEM image, scale bar is 1 nm, the gradient color bar represented the
intensity (with the arrow indicating the direction from high to low). (d) Intensity line profile of dimer Ni� O� W obtained from white dash rectangle
in Figure 1c. (e) Two-dimension surface strain mapping of the white dash bracket area in Figure c obtained by geometric phase analysis method.
The strain scale bar is 2%, the upward direction represented the path from subsurface to outmost surface of nanoparticle in Figure 1c. (f ) EDS
elemental mapping result, scale bar is 2 nm. (g) Intensity of line profile of Ni and W element across the NiW@PtC nanoparticle, obtained from
white dash rectangle in Figure f.
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(Figure S2) confirmed that the crystal phase and particle
size (approximately 3 nm) of these catalysts remained
unchanged, which assumed that the deposition of single
atom occurred only on the surface Pt atoms without
changing the crystal structure.

To get an atomic insight into NiW@PtC NPs structure,
particularly on the Ni� W dimer structure, high resolution
HAADF-STEM imaging along with atomic resolution
energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) analysis were further
conducted. As depicted in Figure 1c, the inner structure of
NiW@PtC NPs was revealed with 0.221 nm lattices spacing,
which can be attributed to pure Pt(111) facet.[11] The surface
structure of NiW@Pt NPs exhibited roughness with notice-
able defects and steps in the atomic resolution STEM image,
as indicated by white dash rectangle in the Figure 1c,
suggesting the formation of densely distributed single atoms
on the Pt surface. Furthermore, the surface atoms of the
nanoparticle were clearly visible in the STEM images (also
known as Z-contrast image), which the contrast difference
depends on the atomic number and sample thickness.
Consequently, the intensity line profile in Figure 1d revealed
the successfully preparation of Ni� W dimers on Pt surface.
More importantly, the Ni single atom and W single atom
were found with an adjacent distance of 0.4 nm to each
other, as shown in Figure 1d. Interestingly, one atom with
weak intensity was observed between the Ni and W single
atoms, which was identified as oxygen element arising from
the abundance of Ni� O and W� O bonding structure in the
ALD precursor. The lengths of the Ni� O and W� O bonds
were approximately 2.1 Å and 1.9 Å from line profile,
respectively, in accordance with previous research.[12] Be-
sides, the high resolution STEM images of Ni@PtC and
W@PtC nanoparticle, shown in Figure S3 and S4, revealed
the presence of single Ni or W atoms, indicating the
successful synthesis of single-atom electrocatalysts.

To investigate the impact of Ni� W dimer structure on Pt
nanoparticle surface, particularly focusing on lattice distor-
tion, two-dimension strain mapping in Figure 1e of
NiW@PtC nanoparticle surface relative to pure Pt nano-
particle was performed. Figure 1e indicated that compressive
strain on NiW@PtC would increase from the inner subsur-
face area to outermost surface region. Typically, in the
surface region where the Ni� O� W dimers is located, there is
a substantial compressive strain, approximately 2%, de-
picted by the deep blue coloration, indicating the effective
compressive strain regulation on Pt NPs surface by Ni� W
dimer decoration.[13] Lattice strain, especially compressive
strain in the surface generally results in a upshift of
electronic structure of Pt surface atoms compared with femi
level and tunes its ORR performance. Additionally, the
STEM-EDS mapping results in Figure 1f showed that Ni� W
dimers are uniformly dispersed on the surface of Pt NPs.
The intensity of line profile from Figure 1g confirmed that
Ni and W species evenly distributed across the particle
surface. The composition of Ni and W with molar ratio of
3 :4 and weight percent 5% (wt%) was determined by EDS.

Complementing the atomic-scale TEM characterization,
we also conducted XAS measurements to probe the
electronic structure and local coordination environment of

Pt element in NiW@PtC (Figure 2). The chemical state of Pt
could be determined by the white line intensity (the sharp
peak from the absorption edge) of Pt L3 edge and the
threshold energy E0 in the X-ray absorption near edge
spectra (XANES). Previous studies have concluded that the
white line intensity is related to valence states, which can
reflect the electron occupancies in the 5d orbit of transition
metal element such as Pt, Ir, Au.[14] In Figure 2b, the valence
state of Pt species is approximately 0.4, indicating the
majority metallic and minority oxidation state of Pt in
NiW@PtC.

Furthermore, the local coordination information of Pt
was revealed by the extended X-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS) and the corresponding Fourier-trans-
formed (FT-) EXAFS R space spectra in Figure 2c. By
analysis the standard reference of Pt foil and PtO2 foil, the
specific Pt� Pt bond and Pt� O bond can be found at the
locations of ~2.75 Å and ~1.8 Å, respectively. In case of Pt
in the NiW@PtC, the Pt� Pt bond located at 2.72 Å and a
small Pt� O peak at 1.68 Å were detected, indicating the
dominant metallic Pt and surface oxidized Pt species in
NiW@PtC. Importantly, the shorter Pt� Pt and Pt� O bond
length in NiW@PtC than those in Pt and PtO2 foil provided
evidence for the stable compressive strain, which due to
Ni� W dimers modification on the Pt surface and agree well
with the HAADF-STEM strain results. The coordination
number and coordination species of Pt in NiW@PtC were
further analyzed by fitting the EXAFS R space spectra. The
results in Table S1 revealed that the NiW@PtC catalyst
exhibits a relatively lower coordination number (8.7)
compared to that of Pt foil (12), due to the partial Pt atomic
coordination with Ni� W dimers.

Furthermore, we explored the coordination information
of Ni and W elements to directly verify the single atom state
and investigate local coordination structure (Figure 2d). The
comparison of Ni element white line intensity showed the
NiW@PtC and Ni@PtC had similar peak intensity but higher
than that in Ni foil, suggesting the oxidation state of Ni
atoms prepared by ALD (Figure S5). The detailed coordina-
tion information of Ni element was unveiled by the R space
curves fitting results in Figure S6 and Table S2. The first
peak of NiW@PtC and Ni@PtC in the R space curves was
attributed to Ni� O bonds with approximately 2.05 Å, which
was consistent with STEM results of 2.1 Å, further confirm-
ing that Ni species existed as single atom state. The second
coordination bond at 2.55 Å was identified as Ni� Pt bonds.
Additionally, similar analysis was used for obtaining W
coordination configuration and electronic structure in Fig-
ure S7 and Table S3. Compared with WO3 foil and standard
W foil, the first peak in R space at 1.84 Å. was attributed to
W� O bond, indicating the oxidation state and single atom
configuration of W in NiW@PtC. Notably, the relatively
shorter Ni� O (2.05 Å) bond length in NiW@PtC from
Table S2 and S3 compared with Ni should be the strong
oxygen affiliation effects from Ni� W dimer structure,
inducing more compact structure and thus leading to strong
synergistic effect. Figure 2e presented the wavelet-transform
EXAFS analysis of Pt element from NiW@PtC, Pt and PtO2

foil. The NiW@PtC indicated a slight shift after dimer atom
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deposition. Based on advanced electron microscopy and
XAS analysis, we concluded that Ni and W species exist as
single atom, forming tight Ni� W dimer structure that are
homogeneously distributed on the Pt surface. Moreover, we
revealed the valence state and coordination information of
Pt species and discovered the compressive strain induced by
Ni� W dimers on Pt surface, which regulated the electronic
structure of Pt and achieved performance enhancement for
ORR.

The ORR activity of NiW@PtC was investigated by
using RDE test in the 0.1 M HClO4 solution at room
temperature and compared against Ni@PtC, W@PtC and
commercial PtC. Before assessing catalysts’ performance, an
electrochemical process was used for activating and cleaning
the Pt surface. Figure 3a presented the cyclic voltammogram
(CV) curves of NiW@PtC and reference catalysts after
dealloying process. The absorption/desorption peak on
hydrogen underpotential deposition area (0.05–0.35 V) was
related to the specific facet proportion of Pt NPs.[15] The
similar absorption/desorption peaks of PtC and NiW@PtC
suggested that the morphology remained unchanged after Ni
and W species deposition. The electrochemical active sur-
face area (ECSA) of PtC, NiW@PtC, Ni@PtC and W@PtC
was calculated as 70.6, 69.1, 69.3, 61.2 cm2mgPt

� 1, respec-
tively. It is worth noting that the ECSA of NiW@PtC is
quite close to pure PtC, highlighting that precise dimer atom
decoration on Pt surface does not block the active sites of
Pt. However, the W@PtC had a much lower ECSA

compared with pure PtC, as well as other single/dimer atom
decoration catalysts. This could be attributed to the higher
density of W single atoms on the Pt surface, supported by
EDS results. Additionally, Figure S8 presented the compar-
ison of two different W composition samples and revealed
that the sample with higher W content exhibited signifi-
cantly lower ECSA. Figure 3b showed the ORR polarization
curves of the different catalysts. It can be observed that
NiW@PtC exhibited the highest ORR activity, followed by
Ni@PtC and W@PtC, while PtC showed the lowest activity.

To evaluate the stability of these catalysts, especially
focusing on the role of specific element, accelerated
degradation tests (ADTs) were employed by conducting
4000 potential cycles between 0.6 and 1.0 V at scan rate of
100 mV/s (Figure 3c and Figure S9). The corresponding
kinetic mass activity at 0.9 V before and after stability were
compared in Figure 3d. Inspection of these results indicated
that NiW@PtC nanocatalysts exhibited best performance
both in activity (0.25 Amg� 1Pt at 0.9 V, without IR compen-
sation) and stability (only 6% activity loss after 4000 cycles
CV). In contrast, the undoped PtC nanocatalyst showed
0.127 Amg� 1Pt mass activity and nearly 30% loss in activity
after durability test. Ni@PtC exhibited high activity
(0.23 Amg� 1Pt at 0.9 V) for the ORR but its stability is
compromised as it experienced a significant 40% loss in
mass activity after the durability test. On the other hand,
W@PtC demonstrated higher stability with only a 13% loss
in mass activity and no enhancement in activity. These

Figure 2. X-ray absorption studies of the NiW@PtC nanocatalysts in comparison with Pt and PtO2 foil. (a) The normalized XANES spectra at the Pt
L3-edge of the NiW@PtC, Pt and PtO2 foil. (b) The valence state analysis of Pt. (c) Corresponding K3-weighted magnitude of Fourier transform
spectra from EXAFS. (d) Corresponding K3-weighted magnitude of Fourier transform spectra from Ni K-edge, W K-edge of NiW@PtC and
corresponding reference. (e) WT-EXAFS spectra of Pt foil, NiW@PtC and PtO2 foil, respectively.
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results suggested that the addition of Ni greatly enhances
the catalytic activity of the nanocatalysts, while the presence
of W species promotes their stability. Besides, different
Ni� W composition on Pt nanoparticles’ ORR performance
were also explored (Figure S10) and we determined that
suitable composition of Ni and W is 3% and 4%,
respectively. More importantly, Figure 3e presented H2� O2

fuel cell polarization curves and power density curves of
NiW@PtC and undoped PtC. At 0.6 V, it can be found that
the fuel cell with NiW@PtC cathode exhibited the current
density of 0.8 Acm� 2, much higher than that of 0.67 Acm� 2

for the fuel cell composed with PtC cathode. This result
indicated that NiW@PtC cathode shows better catalytic
activity than PtC for the ORR in fuel cell application.
Furthermore, the stability assessment in MEA revealed that
after 2k CV cycles, the NiW@PtC catalysts exhibited
minimal performance deterioration, whereas PtC experi-
enced a significant decrease in activity. These findings
strongly imply that the incorporation of Ni� W dimer into
the PtC catalyst augments its ORR performance in both
half-cell and practical fuel cell applications through syner-
gistic effects.

To further explore the mechanism of catalytic activity
difference, we compared the white line intensity peak of
these catalysts, as shown in Figure 3f. The NiW@PtC
exhibited the lowest white line intensity, suggesting the
lowest 5d orbit unoccupied state. This result was further
confirmed by the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (Fig-
ure S11). To quantitively investigate these catalysts’ the
unoccupied density of state (DOS) of 5d orbit above the
fermi level, we quantitively analyzed the ratio of L3 and L2

of Pt edge based on reported method.[14b,16] As shown in
Table S4, NiW@PtC manifested the lowest unoccupied
density of state of Pt 5d orbit (0.555) compared with
Ni@PtC, W@PtC. Indeed, less unoccupied density state for
transition metal element such as Pt would greatly enhance
its catalytic performance from previous reports.[5b,8a,17] Addi-
tionally, detailed fitting results in Figure S12 indicated the
coordination number of NiW@PtC is 8.7, suggesting upshift-
ing of d band center and more optimal reaction intermediate
absorption, and thus higher ORR catalytic activity.[4,18]

Additionally, to evaluate the effects of Ni� W dimer atom
ORR activity, we prepared Ni� W dimer atom on carbon
support with identical procedures. The ORR activity test in
Figure S13 results indicated that Ni� W dimer atom had no
activity for ORR and confirmed that Pt is the only active
sites.

Tracking the composition and surface structure change
of these catalysts before and after stability could provide
valuable information on the durability. Figure 4a showed the
atomic resolution STEM image of NiW@PtC after stability
test. The intensity line profile in white line indicated the
stable Ni� O� W dimer structure. Interestingly, we noted that
the Pt atom closely sited on the dimer structure adjacent
position and proposed the redeposition of Pt atoms during
long term durability test (Figure 4b). To further substantiate
this hypothesis, comprehensive DFT calculations were
employed to illustrate that the adsorption energy of Pt
atoms deposited around the Ni� O� W dimer structure
(1.04 eV) is significantly lower than on the Pt surface
(1.16 eV), as depicted in Figure S14. This finding suggested
that the redeposition of Pt onto the Ni� O� W dimer

Figure 3. (a) The CV curves in the potential region from 0.05 to 1.0 V recorded on the NiW@PtC, Ni@PtC, W@PtC and commercial PtC. (b) ORR
polarization curves of these catalysts. The current densities were normalized to the geometric a rea of the RDE (0.196 cm2), the insert plot is the
enlarge area of red dash rectangle. (c) Durability measurements of the NiW@PtC nanocatalysts. (d) Mass activities at 0.9 V vs RHE of four catalysts
before stability (pure color) and after stability (gradient color). (e) H2� O2 fuel cell polarization curves of NiW@PtC and PtC before/after 2k stability
test. Anode: 0.4 mgPtcm

� 2 commercial PtC (Fuel cell store, 20%), Cathode: 0.2 mgPt cm
� 2 NiW@PtC or commercial PtC. (f ) The normalized XANES

spectra at the Pt L3-edge of the NiW@PtC, Ni@PtC, W@PtC and PtC after stability test.
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structure is very favorable, particularly under conditions of
high overpotential. The morphology and elemental distribu-
tion of the aged catalysts were performed by STEM-EDS, as
shown in Figure 4d–f. The Pt, Ni and W element uniformly
distributed across nanoparticle and maintained its original
size and morphology. However, the distribution of Ni
element of Ni@PtC catalysts exhibited very weak signal
when overlap with Pt species in Figure 4e. The before/after
stability test particle composition of these catalysts was
shown in Figure 4i. NiW@PtC maintained its pristine
composition with no dissolution of Ni and only rare
dissolution of W. Ni@PtC experienced severe Ni dissolution
(nearly 50% Ni dissolution) after 4000 cycles, whereas
W@PtC still retained high amount of W species. The Ni
dissolution is consistent with previous studies that the poor
stability of PtNi alloy nanocatalysts is from fatal Ni
dissolution during stability test.[10] Additionally, during the
durable test, W element exhibited excellent stability with no
loss after W atoms deposition. This can be attributed to the
most positive standard potential W/W3+ (� 0.09 vs RHE)
and structure stability of tungsten oxide.[19] Figure 4h showed
the line profile of Pt and Ni element of Ni@PtC. The peak
intensity of Ni species was significantly weaker compared
with Pt species after stability test. This demonstrated the
role of W element in improving stability by suppressing the
Ni dissolution and maintaining the pristine morphology
(Figure S15) of the catalyst but Ni and W in NiW@PtC still

retained its pristine composition in Figure 4g. Particularly, it
is proposed that the Ni� W dimer structure plays a significant
role in enhancing stability through coupling effects between
Ni and W atoms.

DFT calculations were performed to study the mecha-
nisms of high performance at the atomic level. Pt (111) was
used to simulate Pt nanoparticle, and according to the
HAADF-STEM images Pt atoms on Pt (111) were depos-
ited by Ni and/or W single atoms. Furthermore, surface O
atoms were added to simulate the O-containing local
environments in Ni@PtC, W@PtC and NiW@PtC catalysts
(Figure 5a and Figure S16). The computed free energy
profile of ORR indicated that the rate-determining step
(RDS) is always the O* hydrogenation to OH* and that the
decoration of Ni and/or W single atom enhances the activity
with the overpotential (η) of 0.65, 0.52, 0.63 and 0.47 V for
Pt foil, Ni@PtC, W@PtC and NiW@PtC (Figure 5b),
respectively, consistent with experimental observations (Fig-
ure 3a–b). Since surface Pt atoms are active sites for all
catalysts, the projected density of states (PDOS) of active Pt
sites that surround Ni and/or W single atom were analyzed
(Figure 5c). The d-band center (ɛ) was � 1.85 eV for Pt, and
changed to � 1.81 eV for Ni@PtC, � 1.95 eV for W@PtC and
� 1.77 eV for NiW@PtC. The catalyst generally exhibited
higher activity as the electronic states approach closer to the
Fermi level.[3b,18,20]

Figure 4. (a) High resolution STEM image of aged NiW@PtC nanoparticle, scale bar is 1 nm. (b) The line profile from while dash line in Figure 4a.
(c) Model illustration of stability mechanism. (d–f ) EDS elemental mapping of these catalysts after the stability test, scale bar is 2 nm. EDS line
profiles in the elemental mapping, profile from white dash rectangle in Figure 4d–e. (g) NiW@PtC. (h) Ni@PtC. (i) The composition comparation
of these catalysts before (red column) and after (green column) stability.
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Activity improvement was related to the decoration of
single atoms, and consequently the aggregation of single
atoms to clusters/particles could lead to activity/stability
degradation. Hence, the diffusion behavior of Ni single atom
was studied to investigate the increased stability of
NiW@PtC compared to Ni@PtC. In Ni@PtC, the kinetic
diffusion barrier (Ea) of Ni single atom was 2.51 eV (Fig-
ure 5d), higher than that of Ni single atoms without O atoms
(Figure S17), which demonstrated the important role of O
atom in stabilizing Ni single atom. Charge density difference
plots showed more electrons accumulated around the O
atom after the decoration of W single atom (Figure 5e–f),
suggesting the stronger O binding in NiW@PtC than
Ni@PtC. The Bader charge analysis quantitively demon-
strated more transferred electrons to the O atom in
NiW@PtC (0.84 je j) than Ni@PtC (0.72 je j). The stronger O
binding in NiW@PtC leaded to high barrier for Ni single
atom diffusion with Ea=3.12 eV (Figure 5g). Hence, Ni
single atom increased the ORR activity of surface Pt sites by
modulating their electronic structure, and W single atom
was favorable of high stability due to its capability to
enhancing the O binding, which further stabilize Ni single
atoms.

Conclusion

In summary, we have successfully developed a novel high-
performance electrocatalysts for ORR through the deposi-
tion of adjacent Ni and W dimer atoms on Pt surface. The
as-prepared electrocatalysts exhibited two-fold activity
enhancement and long-term stability in RDE and fuel cell
test compared with commercial Pt/C. The aberration-
corrected TEM combined with EXAFS results confirmed
the successful deposition of dimer structure Ni� W on Pt
surface and revealed a compressive strain of Pt surface.
Additionally, XANES and XPS results revealed a less
unoccupied 5d orbit density of state of Pt element after
forming Ni� W dimer structure on the Pt surface, resulting
from surface compressive strain, which decrease the absorp-
tion energy with oxygen intermediate and thus more
favorable for ORR. Further analysis during durability tests
showed that the strong synergistic Ni� W dimer structure
stemming from shorten atomic distance maintained its
structure, thus preserving the high catalytic performance of
the NiW@PtC electrocatalysts. This work introduces a novel
approach to boost Pt based electrocatalysts performance
both in activity and stability by dimer atom modification,
paving the way for the exploration of trimer and high
entropy single atom decoration in metal nanocatalysts.

Figure 5. (a) Computation models in DFT investigations. (b) The free energy profile of ORR at the applied potential of 0 V, including the η values
and the O* and OH* configurations on NiW@PtC. (c) PDOS of Pt-d orbitals in Pt foil, Ni@PtC, W@PtC and NiW@PtC, including the ɛ values. (d)
The kinetic energy barrier of the diffusion of Ni single atom in Ni@PtC, where IS, TS and FS are initial state, transition state and final state,
respectively. (e-f ) Charge density difference plots of Ni@PtC (e) and NiW@PtC (f ) with an isovalue of 0.01 e/Å� 3, where yellow and cyan regions
denote electron accumulation and depletion, respectively. Red numbers are the number of obtained electrons of O atoms from the Bader charge
analysis. (g) The kinetic energy barrier of the diffusion of Ni single atom in NiW@PtC, including the TS structure.
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